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Introduction

Reports e have received such widespreadof ed ucational decadenc-
itiedia attention that their claims have become conventional wisdorm
Public reaction has been to lobby hard for political intervention to
impose more rigorous standards on students and teachers alike: As
a result, it is rare for political platforms in state and _national cam-
paigns not to include a promise of major educational reform: Educa-
tors who work to establish boundaries of professional autonomy in
the detision-making process about schooling find their efforts frus-
trated and their motives questioned:

A beleaguered education profession_ can ill afford to dismiss out-
side attacks as mere carping any _more than it can simply assume a
defensive posture in an effort at retrenchment: For one thing; present-
day critics are deadly serious; and _they often work with a zeal not
easily deterred: More important; their motives are frequently sound;
and their positions are not without merit

Current recommendations for reform are advanced by different con-
stituencies with varied agenda: But despite the differences; common
themes are clearly evident: For example; almost all the proponents
of reform make frequent references to A Nation at Risk; the bench-
mark reform proposal published in 1983 by the National Commis,
sion on Excellence in Education: A Nation at Risk set both the tone
and substance for the current debate: It has provoked discontent with
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education in the same way that the launching of Sputnik Served to
promote similar sentims-mts just three decades ago. As if the Very title
of the work Were not adequate to alert the citizenry to a clear and
piesent danger, the authors sought to erase all doubts of a In tional
emergency with the proposition that "If an unfriendly foreign poWer
had attempted to impose on America the mediocre educational per-
formance that exists today, we might well have viewed it aS an act
of war."

Supporting evidence for these claims of a itational crisis includeS
the decline of SAT scores since 1963; the high percentage of func-
tionally illiterate Americans, the dramatic rise in remedial courges
in college.;, the lack of "higher order" intellectual skills demonstrated
by teenagers, and the low status of .American students when ranked
academically with Young people from other industrialized nations.
The Commission's recommendations include strengthening high school
gradnation r4quirements, raising college admissions standards, de-
voting more time to the New Basics, and improving the quality of
teacher preparation programs.

There is nc doubt that this is an important time in the history of
American education. A broad spectrum of determined professional
and lay people are working to reorder one of our most enduring in-
stitutions. One hope§ that their response to the need for reform will
be a measured one and will address areas of difficulty without aban-
doning that whch iS right and good in our schools; As Gregory Anrig,
president of Educational Testing Service; observed; "History will not
judge us well if education refOrm in the I98Os reaches its goal of im-
proved achievement at the expense of the gains in equity earned so
slowly and painfully ever the past twenty years" (1986).

It is not the firSt time that reforming American schools has been
a national priority. There are issues currently under debate that bear
a striking resemblance to thoSe in past eras of public controversy.
However, each wave of criticism is fashioned by a unique cultural
circumstance and carries arguments that must be addressed anew by
those who have a sustained investment in the quality of schooling.

To better understand the current reform proposals; it is important
to put them in historical perspective. The struggle for equity in edu-



cation tcok root very early in the American experience, and the last
20 years marks an era of some promise for segments of our popula-
tion whose rights to an education have long been ignored or inten-
tionally violated. But many current reform proposals pit quality against
equity and promote a narrow policy of academic excellence that serves
only the privileged class.

This fastback will examine the history of reform efforts in Ameri-
can education from Colonial times to the present Current reform
proposals will be discussed in light of these historical trends to see
how they address tho important issue of equity. The legitimacy of
current reform proposals must be determined in large measure by their
influence on social justice for all the constitaencies served by the public
schools.
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The Legacy of Reform

Reform has been a major theme throughout the history of Ameri-
can education. From the time of the first European colonists, there
have been debates over educational purpose, curriculum, methods,
aud who shall be taught.

Colonial Times

The early immigrants brought a relatively simple nc.ion of learn-
ing to the New World, a notion shaped in an essentially European
tradition and grounded almost entirely in religious convictions. This
circumstance was especially true in the New England colonies, all
of which established town schools in the seventeenth century to pro-
vide religious instruction as well as the rudiments of reading, writ-
ing, and ciphering to the young Puritans boys and girls alike.
Usually supported by private donations, public land grants, and fees
charged to parents, education also was available for the poor, who
frequently were exempt from tuAion_ Secondary education was pat-
terned after the English grammar schools, with a very narrow classi-
cal curriculum suited to the preparation of boys for higher education.

The Massachusetts General Court set precedent in 1647 for all other
New England colonies by requiring towns of a certain size to pro-
vide instruction at both the elementary and secondary levels. That
law had a religious purpose and was a rc sponse to the belief that "one



chief project of that old deluder, Satan, [is] to keep men from knowl-
edge of the Scriptures" (Cremin 1970, p. 181). For the same reason
Harvard College was established in 1636 to ensure an adequate sup-
ply of Puritan pastors.

The Middle Colonies were settled initially by a much more diverse
contingent of colonists than those who sought refuge and hope in New
England. Their European backgrounds allowed for a pluralistic ex-
pression of political thought, religious faith, social tradition, and lan-
guage usage. However, such pluralism did not foster the unified
support for education that was the hallmark of the New England sys-
tem. Compared to their northern neighbors, the efforts of the Middle
Colonies to formalize education appear fragmented and reflect uneven
periods cf progress.

The lack of substantial centralized political and religious authority
for the four Middle Colonies left educational initiatives to the discre-
tion of family units, religious sects, and private schools. What was
lost in efficiency and order, however, must be measured against the
opporttmities made for multiple expressions of educational commit-
ment. The Middle Colonies established a variety of denominational
schools, and the nation ultimately benefited from the experiences of
these religious groups as each struggled to preserve its own heritage
through instruction of its young.

As the Colonial Period ended with the American Revolution, the
movement ioward educational reform became evident; and the Mid-
dle r'olonies left a lasting impression on, the direction that reform was
to take. The social, economic, and intellectual climate certainly pro-
vided the thrust for change. The European Enlightenment, commer-
cialism, mercantilism, and a rising middle class 1l helped create
circumstances in which formalized study in secular and utilharian sub-
jects became mandatory; and private schools that responded to these
needs took root in all the American colonies. But it was two eminent
Pennsylvania gentlemen who set high standards for this reform move-
ment and gave promise to citizens long excluded from the benefits
of an education.

When Pennsylvania's General Assembly adopted William Penn's
second Frame of Government in 1683, it publicly affirmed his politi-



cal commitment to the cause of a practical education for all children.
The provisions of his act required all pareins to provide their young
with elementary learning to address spiritual concerns. It further sanc-
tioned the need for instruction in "some useful trade or skill, that the
poor may work to live, and the rich if they become poor may not
want" (Cohen 1974, p. 181). Here the Quaker Penn was advancing
an important theme in educational reform to which his fellow Friends
would give shape in eightzt nth-century educational practice.

That theme would include a useful and "cheerful" education for all
boys and girls, rich and poor, black, white, and Indians alike. Al-
though higher education efforts suffered as elementary education
prospered as a result of the Quakers' plain and simple educational
ends, their message on behalf of the disenfranchised was very well
timed for a nation that would soon be forced to devise laws affecting
all citizens, without benefit of European authority and responsibili7
ty. If in their Quaker zeal they drew an anti-elitist and anti-classical
orientation almost to the point of anti-intellectualism, their hurnanitar-
ian efforts provided a needed alternative to an educational system that
both assumed and accepted discrimination by class, sex, and_ race.

It is important to rememb-er that this was the era in which John Ldeke
was setting the tone for education in England by proposing refined
and privileged instruction for the gentility while recommending, in
an official commission report, the impressment of pauper children
at age three in workhouses to learn skills that Would earn suitable
profits for their employers. Less than two decades prior to Lbeke's
report, William Penn was legislating publicly the very same educa-
iion for the poor that he was providing_privately for his own chil-
dren. 'Pie gulf between the sentiments of Locke and Penn woukl not
be lost during two centuries of American debate on the proper direc-
tion for educational change, and it should not be lost on those who
now debate educational reform.

Another gentleman to influence educational reform in Pennsylva-
nia was Benjamin Franklin. His primary constituency was the rising
middle class, a revolutionary class "creating not only a new economic
structure, [but] also creating new cultural values which were com-
peting with those inherited from the feudal past" (Curti 1959, p. 40).
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It is important to recall that the eighteenth-century middle-class value
structure included a significant element of humanitarianism. Franklin
worked hard on behalf of the poor and against slavery.

Fran Idin'G contribution to education included a combination of
proposals to advance prctical study and efforts to blunt his contem7
poraries"'unar:countable prejudice in favor of ancient customs and
habitudes." He established the Philadelphia Academy in 1751 as one
attempt to provide an altelnative to programs dominated by Latin and
classical studies. A nutntier of subjects were included in the Acade-
my on the basis of their practicality and their reliance on experimen-
tai science. English was given a central role not only because of its
usefulness but also to promote a sense of nationalism through
education.

The National Period

Although the roots of educational reform extend to the Colonial
Period, it was in the late eighteenth to early nineteenth centuries that
a sense of urgency developed regarding the importance of schooling
to the national welfare. As the various political, ethnic, and religious
constituencies laid claim to rights of self:determination, concerned
citizens of national prominence turned to education as the instrument
for forging a commitment to common interests. Noah Webster argued
for universal education to ensure the passage ofjust laws, attempted
to Americanize the English language through the publication of a spell-
ing book and dictionary, and scolded fellow citizens who sent their
offspring to study in foreign lands. The noted physician Benjamin
Rush proposed an American system of education on the ground that
"The principle of patriotism stands in need of the reinforcement of
prejudice." To mold the disparate loyalties of the American popu-
lace, the Reverend Samuel Knox promoted a system of national pub-
lic academies and colleges as well as a national university.

It was Thomas Jefferson who most impressively addressed the is-
sue of educational reform as a condition of national sovereignty. Al=
though not as enduring or as well known a contribution to education
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as "Mr. Jefferson's University," his "Bill for the More General Diffu-
sion of Knowledge" represented a remarkable effort for the times in
which it was proposed and set a precedent for the use of schooling
to advance democratic ideals. This legislative package was submitted
to and defeated by the Virginia Legislature in 1779, but Jefferson kept
the principles embodied in the bill alive and before the public for nearly
five decades thereafter.

The legislation provided for a free elementary education for every
white child in Virginia, with provisions for selecting the few most
able scholars among the boys to advance to a Latin grammar school
and eventually to a university. The intentions were to bring general
enlightenment to the populace so they might better exercise their rights
of government and to screen from among the poor those men of ex-
ceptional talent so they might be included in the ranks of those who
govern.

Jefferson's attempt to break new ground in educational opportuni-
ty for the needy through state-financed schools was truly radical in
the eighteenth century. Those who now claim allegiance to egalitari-
an principles are forever in his debt. But it would be remiss to ignore
Jefferson's silence on certain perennial issues of social justice.

Obviously, Thomas Jefferson was not blind to color or sex when
searching for talent among the masses. Only white males were the
ultimate beneficiaries in his educational plan. Compulsory education
was never considered, leaving to pure chance the opportunity of the
poor to experience success in academic achievement. He ignored the
needs and interests of a major portion of the agrarian and middle-
class population through the promotion of a Latin grammar school
education; which gave absolute priority to literary and classical studies.
And he seemed oblivious to the unfair advantage of wealth; which
secured for the privileged a place in higher learning regardless of
talent Jefferson's disregard for class advantage is made even more
grating when juxtaposed with his wording, to "rake from the rubbish"
the best of those who were disadvantaged. Though less blatant today;
the issues of social class; sex; and race are still very relevant to cur-
rent educational reform efforts; and to be silent on them in the twen-
tieth century seems far less excusable than it was 200 years ago;



The Common School Movement

Educational reform had a very distinct character in the National
Period when it became politically expedient to expand opportunities
for formal instruction on behalf of republican ideals. However, change
also was an evolutionary process resulting from myriad social and
economic factors and without benefit of mobilized political and in-
tellectual forces calling attention to some immediate need.

By the late Colonial Period, the factors of a developing middle class,
commercialism, and industrial expansion were beginning to exert pres-
sure on schools to incorporate a more practical curriculum with more
varied purposes. During the first quarter of the nineteenth century,
a new spirit was created by a rural and western frontier, which
produced a fiercely independent, practical, and couraseous lot who
were suspicious of governmental authority, disdainful of a classical
education, and openly hostile to the educational preferences of a priv-
ileged class. These populists became a formidable coalition, supporting
a comrnonsense and practical elementary education and expressing
little need for or appreciation of higher learning. At the same time,
labor organizations were developing in urban centers, and their mem-
bers began to close ranks against an industrial system that they per.:
ceived as responsible for their wretched working conditions and
insensitive to their miserable living conditions. As class conflict in-
tensified, violence erupted in the cities; and the business community
came ..o view education as a promising instrument for establishing
order among the masses and possibly even making them more eco-
nomically productive.

With industrialization, urbanization, immigration, and westward
migration came a web of religious, intellectual, political, and class
conflicts. Remarkably, the incredible turmoil of this period, with its
melange of competing social forces, gave rise to one of the most im-
portant educational reform efforts in our history the common school
movement. Those committed to the improvement of schools today
would do well to refresh their memories on the contributions of Horace
Mann, America's consummate advocate for social justice through
education.
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Horace Mann parlayed his very humble beginnii
ordinarily successful career, which in no way mad
to those unable to do likewise. He had established,
age; a position of prestige and power in Massachus
accoi Iplishments included a solid record of state leg
frequently addressed the needs of those who lacked
At the age of 36, his life was forever altered by
23-year-old wife. That tragic eveat devastated Mann
of political ambition; which in turn quickly erOded
as a leader in the state senate. Because of his loR
tained work on behalf of the disenfranchised, his fri
him to accept a post in 1837 as Secretary of the Mas
of Education: They thought that in taking the position
ize his activist tendencies through association with
improve the circumstances and opportunities for all 3
especially those who were poor.

As seen by Mann, the scope of that moral cause
less than fundamental and immediate educational ref
no mean task: Massachusetts, one of the more prog
that era; was nonetheless plagued by general apathy
cation of its youth; Responsibility for providing publi
essentially located with isolated groups of individu
only about one out of three children had an opporturk
even occasionally during the year. When formal instil
able; the quality of teaching typically ranged frc
incompetent.

When Mann accepted the post as Secretary of the 1
don; his primary leverage for gaining political and f
for more and better schools was the alarming grow
rest: Racial strife; political friction; and religious con
acute. But most critical to Mann's cause was the de
specter of class struggle; The gap between the rich a
widening; uncompromising lines of opposition were
both sides: The poor were beginning to organize; st
urban centers was becoming commonplace: The uglint
Revolution was still fresh in the minds of the Ameri
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Mann played on their anxiety in his repeated calls for an education
that would diminish hostilities between those who were well off and
those who were not.

During his 12 years as secretary; Mann drove himself with an un-
relenting and even punishing work schedule in his personal crusade
for common schools. As Lawrence Cremin has so aptly noted, his
vision was that schools be common "not in the traditional European
sense of a school for the common people but in a new sense of a school
common to all people" (Cremin 1957; p; 8); It was for this uniquely
American interp:etation of a common school that Mann campaigned
b_y seeking support from powerful business interests; by lobbying in-
fluential political figures, by organizing teachers' conventions, by
founding a professional journal, by establishing public normal schools,
and by kindling the social conscience of the massive readership of
his annual reports.

His twelve annual reports to the Board range far and wide through
the field of iiedagogy, eloquently stating the case for the public school
arid insightfully discussing its problems. The cogency of their analy-
sis is measured by their striking relevance today; to peruse them is
to consider some of the most fundamental problems of contemporary
American education. (Cremin 1957, p. 7)

Because Mann's problems are precisely our problems, we should
remember his efforts and heed his moral convictions. He was no
prophet; and in retrospect, we can identify certain of his blind spots
to social injustice and accept with understanding his naiveté about
the potential of education to reconstruct fundamentally a complex and
dynamic society. But he was right in believing that educational re-
form in a democracy must accommodate those who were denied ac-
cess to formal learning because of financial circumstance and because
of an environment that discouraged academic achievement.

When Horace Mann argued that the seeds of excellence are im-
planted "equally in the mind of the ignorant peasant, and in the mind
of the most profound philosopher," he was setting a tone for educa-
tional reform that demanded equity for both peasant and phflosopher.
When contemporary commission reports focus on standardized test



scores, college admission requirements, and teacher accountability,
they may inadvertently set a tone for educational reform that ignores
social equity and even works to create a permanent underclass of "ig-
norant peasants."

Horance Mann's efforts in behalf of the common school movement
resulted in substantial increases in state appropriations and local takes
during his term as Secretary of the Poard of Education. The training
of teachers and their salaries improved significantlyi there was wide-
spread school consolidation; the lengh of the school term more than
doubled; and financial allocations shifted dranntically away from pri-
vate schools in favor of public education. More than two Million dol-
lars were appropriated for school buildings and equipment. But Mann's
most important contribution was that the Massachusetts experience
set a precedent for similar movements in other states, and America
benefited immensely from a vigorous common school movement
throughout the nineteenth century.

The Industrial RevolutiGn

By the mid-nineteenth century, educational reform in America
generally was defined by three issues that captured the attention of
educational reformers as far back as the late Colonial Period: the role
education could play in promoting democracy, establishing public o-
der, and accommodating commercial interests. However, reform
measures meant to address those issues often were caught in the same
thicket of controversy and disagreement as are proposals to improve
schooling today. Problems engendered by sectarian religious heliers,
Oiverse ethnic groups, various social classes, rural and urban differ=
ences, and the politics of school governance mired attempts to pro-
rme the cause of universal education. These problems were not unique
to the American experience. What was unique was the way a frontier
nation of immigrants would deal with them.

Class distinctions were so embedded in the European psyche that
John ocke could address educational reform for the privileged class
and for the pcor as though they were two entirely separate issues.
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But class distinctions had never solidified in the United States as they
had over centuries in the original homelands of itS citizens, and Ameri-
cans were unwilling to accept an education inferior to the kind pro-
vided for those born to wealth and power. What was unique in the
American education experience was the development of one institu-
tion to serve all classes.

The common school movement initiated by Horace Mann extended
the philosophy of the common school beyond the primary level to
secondary and higher education. In Europe there long had been schools
for the privileged and charity schools for the poor, but the difference
in the American experitnce was the development of institutions that
cross social barriers; address economic interests, and accommodate
political realities, Creating such an institution required constant com-
promise between forces attempting to maintain an elitist and classi-
cal education and those fostering practical education inspired by both
frontier populism and an expanding middle class.

The Latin granunar school was replaced by the more practically
oriented academy; which in turn was soon overshadowed by public
high schools. High schools offered a hroadencd curriculum that in-
cluded commercial and vocational courses and offered comprehen-
sive programs for both college entrance and the world of work.

In higher education; some of the most prestigious universities, previ-
ously offering solely classical studies, began to bend to pressures to
include courses in history; political science, sociology, anthropolo-
gy, and economics They began to offer modern languages, ex7
perimented with elective systems; instituted professional studies, and
established schools of science. Their new-found flexibility was en-
couraged by competition from neophyte state colleges, whose utilitar-
ian focus found favor with a broadened constituency of young scholars.
Innovations in the accommodation of the various needs of specific
groups would later lead to the creation of junior colleges, extension
courses, agricultural experiment stations, and "A&M" state colleges.
Higher education for women and opportunities for blacks increasingly,
if only sporadically; received national attention. And at the apex of
American ingenuity in post-secondary education stands the Morrill
Act of 1862 establishing Land Grant colleges; which forcefully
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acknowledged the right and responsibility of higher education to serve
directly the needs of the whole commonwealth;

As we look back on this heritage; it would be easy but unfair to
draw caricatures of those who represented the two dominant
philosophies in influencing education in America. Those who defended
the Western European tradition of classical education were not neces-
sarily insensitive to the plight of the common people; nor were they
interested only in catering to the needs of the academically elite and
economically powerful: knd the populists and middle-class aspirants
were not out to corrupt ihe spirit of the humanities by advocating prac-
tical courses and vocational programs. The true genius of the Ameri-
can experience resides in the attempts on both sides to assimilate the
varied purposes; integrate new and traditional course offerings, and
open opportunities to a wider audience of American youth.

The dialectic between the two major philosophic orientations
produced a montage of educational practice that well served a coun-
try striving for international greatness yet struggling with lthgering
social inequities. That dialectic did not produce equality of educa-
tional opportunity, but neither did it galvanize class distinctions that
would deter social and economic progress for those not born to
privilcge.

Progressive Reform in the Twentieth Century

Progressive education represents a major and sustai,led effort to
reform the schools in the twentieth century. As an .1rnanized move-
ment, it dissipated rather quietly in the 1950s; but the rer,idue of its
successes is evident today in educational thought and practice. The
ideological roots of progressive education were established firmly in
the latter half of the nineteenth century by those who looked to the
schools to prepare children and youth to function effectively in a mod-
ern industrialized and increasingly urbanized society.

To the progressive educator, traditional education, with its limited
purpose and emphasis on accumulation of subject matter and adult-
directed learning, no longer seemed appropriate. In a stable agrarian
society, schooling was supplemental to, and frequently unnecessary
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for, a meaningful, secure, and productive life. But with mass immigra-
tion, sprawling cities, factory labor, ethnic ghettOs, street violence;
and dislocated families, there was need for a neW education to pre-
pare the young to cope with novel and ever-changing environments:

Progressive reform efforts began with attempts to broaden_the
school's role. Attention to vocatiOnal eduCatiOn was a central feature
of their recommendations For saine thiS Meant using the schools for
job training; for others, like John Dewey, it meant the study of occu7
pations as a central instructional then* to develop in young people
the ability to appreciee and cope with an increasingly complex so7-
cial and economic envircinMent. The health needs of the students were
to be served, and schools were tb att AS A resource for total commu-
nity development.

Group problem solving was enctitiraged to prepare students to work
with others of different batkgrOntid§ arid abilities. Progressive edu-
cators stressed learning through eXpetiewe, connetting classroom in:
struction to activities outSide the --ehObi, and building on the needs
and interests of studentt. Teacher§ Were Seen as guides rather than
taskmasters; and they Were held re;:pbriSible for the emotional; phys-
ical; cognitive, and p§ychblogical Well-beir g of children: Most im-
portantly, progreSSive§ challenged the teacher7dominated traditional
classroom and called for a Endre dericicratic classroom atmosphere.

John newoy, iii Speculating Ori the advam.ages of a more open,
democratic classroom environrient, cogently asked:

Can we find any reason that does not ultiroc ely come d3wn to the
belie f that democratic social arrangements promote a better quality of
human experience, one which is more widely accessible and enjoyed;
than do non-democratic and anti-democratic forms of social life? Does
not the principle of regard for individual freedom and for decency and
kindliness of human relations come back in the end to the conviction
that these things are tributary to a higher quality of experience on the
part of a greater number than are methods of repression and coercion
or force? Is it not the reason for our preference that we believe that
mutual consi,!tation and convictions reached through persuasion, make
possible a b-etter quality of ekperience than can otherwise be provided
on any wide scale? (1938; p, 34)
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The quality of the experience of the American classroom has cer-
tainly changed over the last few detadeS, and in no Srriall measure
the differences reflect the efforts of progreSSiVe educators. Especial-
ly in the elernenwy and early childhood claSSroornS, Where progres-
sives focused their efforts; a friendly and open atmeSpheic usually
prevails. Students often participate in decisionS that affect them, plan
many of their own learning activities, and moVe abOut freely as they
wcrk. A substantial part of the program tendS tO he individualized.
Relations between the teacher and students are often informal. One
of ihe most dramatic innovations, vigorouSly encOuraged over the
years by progressive educators, was attention to health needs of stu-
dents through such efforts as physical examinatiOnS, maintenance of
health records, nutritionally balanced school iuncheS, and the availa-
bility of innoculation programs.

The sucLess of progressivism was never of such magnitude that it
dominated public educati:on. But progressives did make a difference,
and they did it through a .7onsciousness-raising effort centereu on the
only concern that matters: te individual child. George CountS, a crilic
of much of their platform; conceded that point in 1932.

They hava focu.ted attention squarely_upon the child; they have recog-
nized the fundamental importance of the interest of Lie learner; they
have defended thc thesis that activity lies at the root Mall true educa-
tion; theY have conceived learning in terms of life situations and growth
of charatter; they have championed the rights of the diild as a free
personality:

Progressive education tnily represented an ideologiFal reform move-
ment in American education. Much of the agenda of current reform
efforts will te8t the Strength of its most fundamental tenets.
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Contemporary Reform Issues

Educational reform in America never has been tidy, but there have
been patterns of continuity reflected in two major traditions. The first
were the attempts to accommodate and open opportunities for the ;ar-
ied constituencies that make up an .rnmigrant nation. We can still look
to the sponsors of those reforms for lessons in ways that social jus-
tice c3n be served by education. Penn; Franklin; Jefferson, Maim;
and Dewey are among those sponsors who launched reform efforts
out of their concern for both the common good wid for the plight o:
the disenfranchised:

The second major tradition pros idirg continuity in educational re-
form since the Colonial Period was die inherited Western European
ideal of academic excellence that produces a literate and cultured per-
son one whose life is infused with the world of ideas; an apprecia-
tion of the arts; and the acceptance of civic responsibility. For three
centuries this tradition has given stability to our educeonal institu-
tions as well as providing a cadre of leaders in all walks of life.

These two traditions; a concern for equity and a commitment to
academic excellence; are by no means mutually exclusive. Yet histor-
ically; arguments on behalf of each have been couched in ways that
make them seem iincoinpatible. Suci dichotomous views are vividly
illustrated by twc recent benchmark events in American education:
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the passing of tha Elementary and Secondvtry Ecilication Act cf 1%3
(ESEA) and the publication of A Nation at Risk it) 1933: These two
events occurring less than two decades apart symbolically rep-
resent the polar, ity of views n what should be tha national priorities
for education.

With the signing of ESEA. President Johnson clearly set his pri-
ority as serving the underprivileged. Th,. ;ugh die five Titles in ESEA,
federal Rinds were made available EO school districts fc;r assistance
in the development of libraries; instructional materials; educational
centers; and for msearch, as welt as for the training of teachers to
deal with children who come from culturally different and economi-
cally deprived circumstances. The iost widely heralded part of ESEA
wi:.s Title I; a comprehensive reading program for economically dis-
advantaged children. Tr little more than a decade after ESEA was
signed, onz out of evcry four federal dollas spent on education would
go to progiains designed to assist underpriv;leged children;

With the enactment of ESEA; President Johnson was able to change
abruptlY the national priorities for education in America: His adminis-
tration had come on tne heels of one of the most organized and viru-
lent attacks on education in American history: With the post-World
War H era of strident anticommunist campaigns; the schools were
accused of being the handmaiden of comnumist efforts to corrupt the
will of the kmerican people. Progressive educators were accused of
mollycoddling the young through child-centered methods; permissive
attitudes; and "life-adjustment" education: With the launching of Sput-
nik in 1957; critics of public education demandec; a return to the bas-
ics with emphasis on science and mathematics. They praised the
European and Soviet Union educational systems for their rigor and
touted the ability group track system of their secordary selools: And
most ardently; the critics insisted that more atrendon be given to the
academically talented. According to the critics; America had become
a secorid-c lass prswer because its educational system had grown soft:
Given this climate of criticism of public education; it is remarkable
that President JOhnson, under the banner of write Great Society;" could
establish equality of educational opportunity as a naennal priority in
place of acad-.3nic excellence.
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Just two decades later it vt as A Nation at Risk that set in motion
a spirited national dialogue on the failures of public education and
a call for higher standards, accountability, and academic excellence.
Is it any wonder that the educational establishment currently is dis-
oriented, trying to fcrra out what is expected and what directbn to
take?

Thc thrust of those who prepared A Nation at Risk shifted sway
from the concerns of the critic& of the 1950s about threats to world
political domination to the issue of internathwal economic standing
in the world's marketplace. They report that Japanese build hetter auto-
mobiles, south Koreans --.:onstruct better steel mills, and Germans
make better machine toola today -.Ilan Americans. Further, they
maintain our intellecv,al, ura1, and spiritual strngllr as a derrincratic
people are being jecpardized by wha '.. they tem the "rising tide of
mediocrity" in puhlic education.

the indicators of medimrity cover a broad cros... se,:ttion of our stu-
dent populatien In A Nati:,n at Risk it is vperted that American stu-
dents do nut fare well in nte I-national comparLons on academic testi
the average achievement of nigh schoo: students on standardized Lsts
is now lower than it was two decades earlier; gifted students are not
performing commensurate with their ability; 40% of minority stu-
dents are functionally illiterate. Average SAT scores have fallen be-
tween 1963 and 1980; only one-fifth of I7-year-olds can write a
persuasive essay; science achievement scores have steadily declined
between 1969 and 1977. One-fourth of all matilematics courses now
taught in four-yc at. colleges are remedial in nature. Both busi.aess and
the military are spending millions of dollars nnually on training pro-
grams in basic skills. The Commission concludes:

It is important, of course, to :cognize that the average citizen today
is better educated and more knowledgeable than the average citizen
of a generation ago -- more literate, and exposed to more mathemat-
ics, literature; and science: The positive impact of this fact on the well-
being of our cuuntry and the lives of our people cannot be overstated.
Nevertheless, the average graduate of our schools and rolleges today
is not as well-educated as the average graduate of 25 or 35 years o go,
when a much smaller proportion of our population con.pleted high
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school and college. The negative impact of this fact likewise cannot
be overstated. (p. 11)

As the proportion of stuaet As who stay in school increases, one can
assume that achievement lev2ls will decline. It would be as mislead-
in interpret tba decline as a "esing tide of mediocrity" as it would
be wrong to a-Autne that the decline can fully be attributed to the in-
creased proportion of students in school. Further, it seems unfair to
condemn without qualification the increase in remedial courses if the
average citizen today is in fact better :Jucated than a generation ago.
To be fair in any assessment of these issues requires that we look
beyond the concerns expressed in A Nariou at Risk.

Cultural Demands and Student Achievement

Them is no time that stands as a more important landmark in the
histmy of American education than 1954; when Brown v. Board of
Sticcatiau struck down the "separate bet equal" doctrine established
by Plessy v Ferguson; However; those who expected a massive re-
smicturing of schools to eradicate institutionalized racism after Brown
were to be disappoin'eci The mctics used by certain school districts
across thl nation to avoid desegregation orders were impressive, and
their efforts played havoc with more than just the courts. The longer
communities struggled with loce compliance problems; the more po-
litical factions polarized and Ferman relations suffered.

The 197 Supreme Cou:t uecilion that broke the legal stalemate
was Swann v. Charlorte-Mecklenburg Board ofEducation: As Wiley
Branton points out:

for the first time the Supreme Court actually directed the district court
to provide specific types of remedies, including student transportation,
to school desegregation plaintiffS. When we speak of the effort to de-
segregate public schools we are not speaking of a 30-year effort; we
are speaking of a 15-year effoa. And contrary to popular belief, that
effort has produced great success. (1986; p. 1080)

The Swann decision urileashed sweeping changes in schools that
affected students, faculty, and parents. Redistricting of schools, forced



bus;ng, boycotts, white flight, teacher resignations, superintendent
dismissals, school board realignments, violence, and litigation all be=
came regular fare on evening television news. Less newsworthy was
the steady dismantling of segregated facilities by law-abiding citizens

some grudgingly, others enthusiastically.
In 1968, 64.2% of black students in the pubIL; schools in the United

States attended schools that were 90% to 100% minority, By 1980,
only 33.2% of black students were attending nearly all-minority
schools. Although across the nation segregation of black students
declined significantly between 1968 and 1980, the most striking
decreases occurred in the South. In 1963, 98% of black students in
the South were in all-black schools. By 1968, 77.8% of black stu-
dents in the South were attending minority schools. By 1980, the per-
centage of black students in newly all-minority schools had been
reduced dramatically to 23% (Orfield 1981).

Admittedly, success in desegregating schools has been uneven.
Those regions that previously had dual school systems have shown
significantly more progress than those where the residential patterns
keep the races apart. While busing has proved to be the most effec-
tive means for addressing the latter situation, It is not a completely
satisfactory solution; and it is vociferously opposed by a large seg-
ment of our population. Nevertheless, progress has been substantial.
In fact, history offers few illustrations of such a massive reordering
of a complex institution in such a short period of time.

Researchers are not able to isolate the actual impact of desegrega-
tion on academic performance, but the fact that our schools have been
able to absorb such an immense transformation and continue to func-
tion effectively is a credit to the strength ot the institution. It would
be a credit to educational reformers if they would acknowledge that
strength, show patience with schools as they work out the disorders,
and demonstrate a willingness to address in their reports the complex
social and racial problems facing teachers in their classrooms.

Another law that addresses equity in education and also further com-
plicates the life of classroom teachers is Public Law 94-142, passed
in 1975. This legislation requires schools to establish the least restric-
tive environment for handicapped children, which in many cases
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means mainstreaming in the regular classroom. Through courses and
inservice programs, teachers have learned how to deal with the spe-
cial problems and needs of a constituency they never faced before.
Further, the law mandates that the teacher provide an individually
tailored program for each handicapped child. Teachers must coor-
dinate their efforts with school administrators, parents, and profes-
sionals with expertise in working with handicapped students.

A strong case can be made that the placement of these special stu-
dents in a regular classroom provides benefits not only to them but
also to their teachers and their noahandicapped classmates. The point
is, however, that neither in its indictment of our schools nor in its
recommendations for reform does A Nation at Ris* acknowledge the
extra burden placed on teachers by these new circumstances. If the
public mandates new and broader responsibilities for teachers, it must
be patient in its demands for excellence.

Another important factor influencing public education today is that
America remains a nation of immigrants with diverse cultural back-
grounds. In our national birthday celebrations, be they for the Decla-
ration of Independence, the Constitution, or the Statue of Liberty,
we look back with nostalgia and pride on how this country was built
by the efforts of foreign born masses "yearning to be free." We too
easily forget that immigration continues to be a major factor in the
life of our nation.

Fully one-fourth of our population growth today is accounted for
by immigration; and although immigration quotas are established by
law, refugee provisions of the law extend those numbers far beyond
the official quota. Vietnamese, Cuban, and Haitian refugees recently
have increased the immigration count dramatically; and about one-
half to three-quarters of a million people are now legally added to
th6 U.S. population annually. Not included in that count are illegal
aliens and immediate relatives of U.S. citizens.

Immigration has a direct impact on what happens in the classroom.
Immigrant children bring not only very different cultural styles and
ways of looking at the world but also language problems that signifi-
cantly influence the instructional program. For example, of the one-
half million Southeast Asian refugees that have immigrated to the
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United States since the fall of Saigon, 50% are school-age children,
with an estimated 75% of them illiterate in their native language. Even
though Tide VII programs in bilingual education have served more
than 250,000 children a year, the National Foundation for the Im-
provement of Education estimates that 31/2 million children could ben-
efit from bilingual programs M the United States. Multiple language
problems have become so acute that a number of states are consider-
ing, or have already passed, legislation that mandates measures to
preserve and enhance the English language.

Mention has been made here of desegregation, special education,
and bilingual and bicultural efforts to illustrate the enormous new
responsibilities placed on U.S. schools in the last two decades
responsibilities that increasingly have complicated the circumstances
of the teacher. Complications aside, most would concede that these
have been worthy experiments in America's attempt to increase equi-
ty for all its young people. It has taken time for our schools to adjust
to these new contingencies; but there already are signs that the per-
formance of our students is beginning to improve. We must be very
careful not to short-circuit the new and expanded opportunities for
all our young people with reform proposals that ignore the expanded
responsibilities of our schools.

Those "Left in the Wake"
History is not kind to idlers; The time is long past when America's
destiny was assured simply by an abundance of natural resources and
inexhaustible human enthusiasm, and by our relative isolation from
the malignant problems of older civilizations. The world is indeed one
global village. We live among determined; well-educated; and strongly
motivated competitors. We compete with them for international standing
and markets, not only with products but also with the ideas of our
laboratories and neighborhood workshops. America's position in the
world may once have been reasonably secure with only a few excep-
tionally well-trained men and women. It is no longer. (National Com-
mission on Excellence in Education 1983)

No nation may be secure; but if the authors of A Nation at Risk
meant to imply in the above quote that America is populated by idlers,
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they misod the mark and missed it badly. Americans enjoy a stan-
dard of living that is the envy of the entire world. They are protected
by one of the most powerful and sophisticated militaty establishments
in history. They are informed by a news media that is second to none
in freedom, diversity, and aggressiveness. They are first in the world
in gross national product, imports, and exports. No nation has a low-
er percentage of fanners, and yet the United States leads the world
in agricultural productivity.

U.S. athletes lead the workl in total Olympic medals won. The
United States leads the world in Nobel prize winners, except for liter-
ature where it ranks just behind France. Even A Nation at Risk admits
that "the proportion of Americans of college age enrolled in higher
education is nearly twice that of Japan and far exceeds other nations
such as France, West Germany, and the Soviet Union." They do not
mention that we also have more foreign students attending our univer-
sities than anyone in the world, and they come from 60 different coun-
tries. American symphony orchestras consistently receive international
acclaim; Americans have created art forms, such as jazz, that are en-
joyed and imitated the world over. And the list _goes on.

These are not the accomplishments of a nation of "idlers," and those
who _have achieved these accomplishments are not graduates of an
educational system so mediocre that it would be viewed "as an act
of war" had it been imposed on America by an unfriendly foreign
power: But there is a dark side to the American story that is cause
for concern: Barbara Ehrenreich reports that:

there are signs that America-is becoming a more divided society: over
the last decade, the rich have been getting richer; the poor have been get-
ting more numerous, and those in the middle do not appear to be doing
as well as they used to. If America is "coming back," as President
Reagan reassured us in the wake of the economic malaise of the early
1980s; it may be coming back in a harsh and alien form. (1986, p. 44)

Shortly after World War H; a steady equalizMg trend developed
in our society that, according to Ehrenreich and other economists,
has experienced a sharp reversal since 1977-78. She reports that ex-
tremes of wealth are now growing further apart; to the point where



the income gap between the richest and the poorest families is now
wider than it has been at any time since the Census Bureau began
keeping such statistics in 1947: The magnitude of the reversal is
reflected in very recent figures on the distribution of wealth and the
share of the national income:

In 1984, according to a report by Congress's Joint Economic Com-
mittee; the share of the national income received by the wealthiest 40
percent of families in the United States rose to 67.3 percent, while
the poorest 40 pe:cent received 15.7 percent (the smallest share since
1947); the share of the middle 20 percent declined to 17 percent. . . .

Some economists have even predicted that the middle class; which
has traditionally represented the majority of Americans and defined
the nation's identity and goals, will disappear altogether, leaving the
country tom, like many third-world societies, between an affluent
minority and a horde of the desperately poor. (Ehrenreich 1986)

Though the statistics are alarming, we face no different circum-
stances now than the ones that confronted Horace Mann in the nine7
teenth century, Benjamin Franklin in the eighteenth century, and
William Penn in the seventeenth century. It would be contrary to our
entire heritage if we, as educators, ignored the new inequities and
focused all our efforts on academic excellence as defined by narrow
standards of accountability. If our educational reform measures ac-
tually encouraged an acceleration toward a two-tier society, a socie-
ty torn "between an affluent minority and a horde of the desperately
poor," the common good would not be served. And yet that possibil7
ity exists if we accept without question the recommendations of A
Nation at Risk.

A Nation at Risk is not a new or imaginative approach to educa-
tional reform; rather it represents a restatement of a theme that has
surfaced regularly in twentieth-century American thought. The Es-
sentialists of the 1930s, led by William Bagley, and the critics of the
1950s, led by Hyman Rickover, Arthur Bestor, and Max Rafferty,
leveled similar criticisms at American schools and proposed basical-
ly the same solutions as those suggested in 1983 by former Secretary
of Education Terrel Be li's National Commission on Excellence in Edu-
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cation. The document appeals to conventional wisdom and has solid
historical roots. Therefore; serious attention must be given to this re-
port that characterizes U.S. schools as mediocre, that demands in the
interest of economic survival that schools focus exclusively on
academic excellence.

A Nation at Risk offers three broad recommendations:

Recommendation A: Content

We recommend that State and local high school graduation require-
ments I.e strengthened and that, at a minimum, all students seeking
a diploma be required to lay the foundations in the Five New Basics
by taking the following curriculum during their four years of high
school: (a) four years of English; (b) three years of mathematics; (c)
three years of science; (d) three years of social studies; and (e) one-
half year of computer science. For the college-bound, two years of
foreign language in high school are strongly recommended in addi-
tion to those taken earlier.

Recommendation B: Standards arid Expectations

We recommend that schools, colleges, and universities adopt more
rigorous and measurable standards, and higher expectations, for aca-
demic performance and student conduct, and that four-year colleges
and universities raise their requirements for admission. This will help
students do their best educationally with challenging materials in an
environment that supports learning and authentic accomplishment.

Recommendation C: Time

We recommend that significantly more time be devoted to learning
the New Basics. This will require more effective use of the existing
school day, a longer school day, or a lengthened school year. (pp.
24-29)

The above recommendations apply, in an obvious way, to the top
tier of our society, to those students who have a natural inclination
for learning and a thirst for knowledge. The recommendations ad-
dress the needs of offspring of affluent parents youngsters who
grow up in homes where books and magazines are readily accessi-
ble, who participate regularly in discussions on issues of substznce,
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and who travel to places that sharpen their sensibilities to a range of
attitudes and ideas. The recommendations attend to the aspirations
of those who rank high on standardized achievement tests, a matter
of great concern to those who wrote A Nation at Risk But if such
recommendations become the national education agenda, who is "left
in the wake"?

Left in the wake are those students whose interests are in no way
served by recommendations to raise standards students unable to
cope even with current standards. It is difficult to see how maldng
the schools more academically rigorous will help students who al-
ready are experiencing failure in academic subjects. In a society al-
ready seriously divided by extremes of wealth and poverty, should
the schools become the agent to further penalize the poor?

Youngsters whose fathers are in low-level occupations already have
a dropout rate double that of youngsters with fathers in high-level
occupations. How are their interests served by increasing the require-
ments for high school graduation? Students in the lowest socioeco-
nomic quartile already have a dropout rate three times greater than
students in the highest quartile. How are their interests served by rnore
rigorous standards for academic performance? Sophomores in the
lowest quartile on standardized tests have a dropout rate six times
greater than students in the highest quartile (Plisko and Stern 1985;
p. 202). How are their interests served by a longer school day and
a lengthened school year? Very simply, they are not. Nor are the in-
terests of their teachers served. In fact, the problems of teachers who
face daily the poor, minorities, immigrants, migrants, and the hail(' -

capped would be_exacerbated if such recommendations become the
national agenda for school reform.

Although we cannot ignore the academically talented nor accept
lower standards in their school performance, national reform proposals
that address only this segment of our student population are woefully
out of touch with reality. Schools should not be immune from criti-
cism, but the public must be made aware of the immense responsibil-
ities imposed on teachers who must work with all children and .2th,
not just the academically talented.
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Summary

My purpose in this fastback has not been to critique in detail the
various reform proposals now before the American public; Rather,
my purpose has been to provide a historical perspective to the _central
themes and tone of those reports that have received the greatest na-
tional attention those reforms that many people believe will be the
most influential in changing the direction of education in the future;
I have taken the position that public school teachers currently _are doing
a credible job; despite the fact that they are living through fundamental
social disruptions frequently without public and administrative sup-
port, and are facing incredibly diverse constituencies in the classroom.

Admittedly, teachers cannot always overcome the social forces that
contribute to the cycle of school failures of children from economi-
cally deprived families; Thus; our society must deal with 1.1 million
school dropouts between the ages of 16 and 19 and a 17-year-old popu-
lation in which 13% are classified as functionally illiterate. It is these
circumstances that ultimately will put our nation at risk. But current
reform proposals exacerbate the problem when they force us to choose
between quality and equity in educational policy and promote a nar-
row policy of academic excellence that historically has served only
the privileged class;

Such a policy permits de facto discrimination against the socially
disenfranchised. Those who live in physical squalor, economically
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depressed circumstances, and intellectually sterile environments will
not; by some miracle; respond to calls for higher standards in those
endeavors when they already are failing: The issue is not that schools
should be rigorous and demand academic excellence; rather; the
schools must be rigorous in carrying out a broad spectrum of social
and cultural responsibilities so that all young people will have the
opportunity to achieve academic excellence;

The alternative to the narrowly focused reform efforts typified by
A Nation at Risk is to encourage and expand current pluralistic ef-
forts on behalf oi il children: We must explore a variety of reform
approaches. Excencnce cannot be mandated from outside; it must bc
developed from within: It must involve changes in the organizational
structure of the school and in the transactions between teachers and
learners; If reform is going to work for all students rich and poor,
black and white; the gifted and the slow it will begin not by na-
tional mandate but by local initiatives; by givirT teachers more au-
tonomy, and by acknowledging the complexity of producing change.

National reform proposals can suggest, not mandate, experiments
on the local level to encourage academic excellence for all students.
For example; the Pzideia Proposal of Mortimer Adler ("The best edu-
cation for the best is the best education for all") inspired local initia-
tives to seek ways of fostering academic achievement for diverse
populations in large metropolitan areas: There have been systematic
and controlled experiments within major school systems. These initial
efforts; along with adaptations for the unique circumstances of local
systems; will provide insights into the new ways of addressing equal
opportunity for all young people; regardless of their station in life.

Those who care deeply about public education and appreciate the
rich heritage of American schooling can easily become disillusioned
by the strident attacks on education from those who propose reforms
yet ignore social realities. A more realistic and positive view of the
school's contribution to socia: progress is presented by Rudder:

Unlike the linear metaphor of progress which views the public schools
as moving with or even propelling society toward some higher goal,
the organismic vision of the mission of public education is one of adap-
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tation to the pressures; demands; and opportunities presented by the
broader social environment. The organismic approach to public school-
ing sees the relationship_lietween school arid socieqr as a living response
and not as a meehratical reaction. The healthy school, like the healthy
organism; li .es in an encounter with its environment from which it
draws nourishment for growth, absorbs paM, changes and moves differ-
ently in the face of shocks and surprises, grows ill and is healed, and
through it ail, displays the resilience necessary to survive and to per-
petuate itself through and for the sake of future generations. (Rudder;
n.d.)

Since the Colonial Period; there have been times when that resil-
ie ice has worked on behalf of all young people and times when it
has perpetuated inequities; Educational change wiil continue to be a
slow and uneven process there are uo panaceas; no universal strate-
gies to heal the institution: But the quality of our current efforts will
ultimately be measured by the extent to which just treatment for ati
is the guiding principle of reform;
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